on shifts induced by right invertible operators. The purpose of the present paper is to study limit properties and infinitesimal generators of families of functional shifts induced by a right invertible operator D and its perturbations. Functional shifts, introduced and studied recently by the first of the authors, generalize in a sense classical notions of translations and semigroups.
We admit that 0° = 1. We also write : N 0 = {0} U N. In the sequel, K will stand either for a disk K p = {h £ C : \h\ < p, 0 < p < +00} or for the complex plane C. Denote by H(R') the space of all functions analytic on the set K. Suppose that a function / £ H(K) has the following expansion (, x £ S, k=0 where S is defined by Formula (1). We should point out that, by definition of 5, the last sum has only a finite number of members different than zero.
PROPOSITION 1 ( cf. B[2]). Suppose that D £ R(X), ker D / {0}, F is an initial operator for D corresponding to an R £ TZd and Tj< = {Th}hei< C L 0 (X). Let f £ H(K) (i.e. f is of the form (1)). Then the following conditions are equivalent: (i) Tk is a family of functional shifts for the operator D induced by the function /;
(ii) T h R k F = Y,Uo a i
hjRk~jF f°r aU h e ^ € N 0 . 
PROPOSITION 2 (cf. B[2]). Suppose that D £ R(X), keri? ^ {0} and Tjji = {Tf t h}h€i< 2S a family of functional shifts for the operator D induced by a function f £ H(K). Let F be an initial operator for D corresponding to an R £ TZd-Then
It is well-known that the set H{K) is a commutative ring with the following algebraic operations 
where the set S is defined by Formula (1).
Let X be a locally bounded F-space. Recall (cf. Rolewicz R[l]) that
• for a p, 0 < p < 1, there is a p-homogeneous F-norm equivalent to the original one (Aoki-Rolewicz theorem);
• for every p, 0 < p < po = log2/logc(X), where c(X) is the modulus of concavity of the space X, there is a p-homogeneous F-norm || || equivalent to the original one (Rolewicz theorem). 
Proof. Let x G X\ and / € H(K) be arbitrarily fixed. Let pi = limsup n _ 00 y||Z» n x|| for p < +oo. Let M > 0 be such that ||£> n x|| < M for all n G No, p = +oo.
For all ra e N 0 , /i € K we have ||a n /i n D n x|| = \a n \P\h\ n f\\D n x\\.
and lim sup ^J\\a n h n D n x\\ = 0 for p = +oo. n-<-oo This implies that the scalar series l a n| p |^| np ||f n;E || is convergent for all h such that |/i| < p < +oo (for all h G C if p = +oo, respectively). Since X is a complete linear metric space with an invariant metric fi(x, y) defined by the equality: fi(x,y) = ||a; -y|| for all 6 X, we conclude that the series X^^Lo a nh n D n x is absolutely convergent for all h G K.
• Note 1. Suppose that all assumptions of Proposition 5 are satisfied.
The following lemma, which is well-known for Banach space (cf. Hille and Phillips HP[1]), holds also for locally bounded F-spaces (cf. Rolewicz E [l] 
the derivative of the function f and f € H(K);
where the sets S, E A , SJ(D) are defined by Formulae (1), (14), (11), respectively. Moreover,
Proof. The equality S = P(R) and Proposition 4 together imply that
This implies that Rx G Sf(D) and 
where the operator f(hD) is defined by Formula (3) and the set S¡(D) is defined by Formula (11). Note that the infinitesimal operator A (if exists) is well-defined. Clearly, if X is a locally convex F-space, then any strongly continuous semigroup TQ -{TH}HEN of linear operators is a family with the limit property and its infinitesimal generator satisfies Condition (17).
Proposition 7 leads us to the following for all h £ C. Proposition 7(i) implies the equality (18). We therefore conclude that aD is the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup under consideration. • Evidently, Theorem 3 holds also in the case when either ft = K or ft C K contains the interior of a spinal semi-module containing the positive real axis.
In a similar manner we obtain the following THEOREM 4 (cf.
B[4]). Suppose that all assumptions of Theorem 3 are satisfied and the operator D is closed. Then the family TJ^Q is a commutative semigroup with respect to the superposition of operators on the set Sn(D) defined by Formula (13) if and only if there is ana £ C such that f(h) = e ah for all he K.

THEOREM 5. (cf. B[5]). Suppose that all assumptions of Theorem 3 are satisfied and the operators Tf t h (h £ ft) and R £ TZD ore continuous. Then Tf t n is a commutative semigroup with respect to the superposition of operators on the set AR(D) defined in Note 3 if and only if there is an a £ C such that f(h) = e ah for he K.
Propositions 5 and 6 immediately imply the following THEOREM 6. Suppose that X is a locally bounded F-space and all assumptions of Theorem 3 are satisfied. Then TJ Q is a commutative semigroup with respect to the superposition of operators on the set X\(D) defined by Formula (15) if and only if there is an a £ C such that f{h) = e ah (h. E K) and Formula (18) holds on Xi(D). If it is the case then aD is the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup Tj^n-
Note 4. In a similar way, as in Definition 2 (Definition 1, respectively), functional shifts may be defined as operators induced by an analytic function / : Kp -• R, where Kp = (-p,p), 0 < p < -foo. The particular case, when K = R, ft C K is either R or R+, f(h) = e h , has been considered in . Clearly, also in that case results analogous to Theorems 3, 4, 5, 6 can be obtained.
For perturbed operators we get THEOREM 7. Suppose that Tfj< is a family of functional shifts for D 6 R(X) induced by a function f £ H(K), the operator A £ L0(X) maps SuEA into itself, ReTZo and (19)
Tf,h = T /th (I + RA) -Tf t oRA for all h £ ft C K.
If the origin is the limit point of Q then
i.e. the family Tj has the limit property on the set SuEA, its infinitesimal generator is f'(0)(D + A) and T'j K acts in the following manner:
Proof. Suppose that the family T'j n is defined by Formula (19). Then T'ffl -Tfto-Let x G S U be arbitrarily fixed. By Proposition 7 and Lemma 2, we get
Let now x G SnEA be arbitrarily fixed. By definition and our assumptions, for all h € K we have 
Tftn is a family of functional shifts induced by a function f G H(K), 0 G Q C K is a limit point of Q, A G Lo(X) maps the set X\(D) defined by Formula (15) into itself and the family T'j n is defined by Formula (19). Then Formula (20) holds on X\(D), i.e. Tfyn has the limit property on X\(D) and its infinitesimal generator is f'(0)(D + A).
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that all assumptions of Theorem 7 are satisfied and /'(0) ^ 0. Let T'} K be defined by Formula (19) . Then the family TjK = Tl/f.i0T'fK has the limit property on Si) EA and its infinitesimal generator is D + A. Moreover,
Proof. By our assumption, 1//' 6 II(K), which implies /'(0) / 0 and TI/FFI X -77^0) x for x € 5 U Ea. This, and Theorem 7 together imply that the family Tj K has the limit property on 5" U EA and that its infinitesimal generator is y^y/'(°)( 
has the limit property on S U EA and its infinitesimal generator is D.
Proof. Let n G No be arbitrarily fixed and let a family of operators be defined by Formula (21). Then for all x € S U Ea we get
Suppose that all assumptions of Proposition 9 are satisfied and the families Tf(k) in (k = 0,1,. .., n; n € No) are given. Then (i) the family has the limit property on the set S U Ea and its infinitesimal generator is Dn+1.
(ii) if ft C K is an open set then
Let n e No be fixed and let the family T^q be defined by Formula (21). Let a family of operators be defined by Formula (22).
(i) Our assumptions and Proposition 9 together imply that for all x € S U EA, H € ft we have
(ii) Clearly, for all he Q, 
where ao,..., a n , ao = 0, a\,..., a n G C \ {0} and oo,...,a n are not necessarily commensurable. Clearly, for all x G X 00 h n 
(e hD x)(t) = J] -¡x^(t) = x(t + h).
" 71« n=0
